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Dear Members
CHBA would like to take this opportunity to check in and update you on the Association’s approach in
responding to the COVID-19 virus. What we are all dealing with is unprecedented and it will continue to
change rapidly.
CHBA are in constant contact with Basketball NSW and Basketball Australia and continue to take advice
from the State and Federal Governments, as well as the relevant medical authorities. To best coordinate a
basketball response to the current circumstances, Basketball Australia and Basketball NSW have created an
internal committee through which they are doing their own scenario planning, including dealing with the
inevitable financial consequences.
Protecting the health and wellbeing of our Players, Staff, Members, Sponsors and Fans is our first priority.
Part of that is also doing our best as a club and as individuals to contain and delay the spread of the virus as
a community, to give our health services the best possible chance to deal with the sick and to better
protect the more vulnerable members of our community.
CHBA are aware that BNSW is still working toward a solution that could still see basketball played in 2020,
however there are obviously several factors that will affect this opportunity. In difficult times, basketball
brings hope and happiness to people and we know that is an important role we can play in 2020. We are
determined to play that role.
We hope that you are coping through these uncertain times. If Coffs Harbour Basketball can be of any
assistance to help you please do not hesitate to contact our office. We take supporting our Members very
seriously and if we can assist you in anyway, please contact us so we can work toward a solution. We will
always stick by those that have supported CHBA.
Whatever the outcome of the 2020 Basketball season, your contribution and ongoing support to the
Association is truly appreciated. CHBA believe it is critical to try and support you through extremely
unprecedented times.
Once again, thanks for your ongoing support of CHBA, stay safe and healthy, and we will be in touch with
further updates as soon as we can.

Regards
Bob White
President CHBA
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